ASSAM PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION
Jawaharnagar, Khanapara, Guwahati-22
PRESS NOTICE
In view of publication of numerous letters to Editors and news reports in both print
and electronic media casting aspersions on the Assam Public Service Commission of it being
authoritarian, callous and unresponsive in the matters of not postponing the CCE(M), 2018
slated for July and August, 2019 on various and motley grounds, the Commission has
decided to come out with the following clarification:
 It had been mandatory for employed candidates to obtain NOC from employers
and submit copy with application forms. The Commission relaxed this norm in the
CCE(P), 2018 at the behest of the candidates by allowing them to enclose copy of
intimation letters they submitted to their employers. But it no way absolves the
candidates from the responsibility of obtaining NOC in the meantime. The
Commission will verify copies of NOC at the time of the interview. Since if anyone
is not allowed to join on selection by respective employers, a post remains vacant
which the Commission cannot allow to happen. The candidates engaged in NRC
work must have intimated their employers beforehand to appear in the
examination. The Commission cannot be held responsible if employers do not
allow them to appear in the examination for any reason they deem fit now.
 The Commission usually consults the major examination schedule of the UPSC,
SSC, NET, SET etc. while finalizing the examination schedule of its own. The
Commission cannot take note of all examinations conducted by institutions during
the whole year, lest it would not be holding any recruitment examinations at all.
 The tentative schedule of examinations/interviews for the calendar year of 2019
published by the Commission on the last day of 2018, had clearly mentioned that
the CCE(M), 2018 would be held in the month of July, 2019. Therefore, genuine
candidates must have followed this schedule.
The Commission holds the examination for all candidates and has to fulfill the
interest of all aspiring candidates in an unbiased manner. Many candidates had prepared
themselves braving extreme odds and managed their time depending on the schedule
already published. Therefore, postponement of the examination may serve the interest of a
few, but will jeopardize the interest of a large section of the candidates. However, the
Commission is always alive to genuine reasons like natural calamities etc. Hence, all are
requested to hold onto their self-belief and not driven by publicity.
Sd/Secretary
Assam Public Service Commission
Khanapara, Guwahati-22

